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Editor's note: This is the first in a
four-part series examining executive com-
pensation in the REIT/REOC sector,
guest authored by James Wright, CEO of
The Bradford Group — a Los Angeles-
based advisory firm that focuses on exec-
utive compensation and other important
corporate-management issues in the real
estate industry. The next three parts will
run sequentially on a daily basis.

REITs and REOCs have outper-
formed the broader markets for more
than five years, and for now the mo-
mentum seems mainstream. Winds of
change and predictions of declining
market performance in 2004 did not
occur. In an environment of optimistic
expectations from improving funda-
mentals, sustained capital flow and in-
vestor confidence, apparently
REIT/REOC boards and compensa-
tion committees exercised careful dis-
cretion in compensation awards not to
overreach, while recognizing perform-
ance and maintaining market compet-
itiveness. Retaining and recruiting tal-
ent remains a priority, as compensation
becomes increasingly strategic and the
alignment of performance and com-
pensation requires greater context, clar-
ity and disclosure.

Except for the news of increasing
CEO separations and the size of some of
their associated exit packages — which
are often more contractual than discre-
tionary — media stories of egregious ex-
ecutive compensation across American
business have subsided over the past two

years. Why? Things have apparently
changed and the pendulum has begun to
swing. Boards and compensation com-
mittees have been even more cautious
and diligent in designing performance-
contingent incentives and in awarding
compensation to key executives — a
transition that will likely continue for
several more years. This overall director
caution is reflected in the real estate in-
dustry as well, as most indications from
compensation statistics reflect both well-
deserved financial rewards, yet a mild
softening compared to 2003.

REIT and REOC executives are
bullish; for 2004 and so far in 2005,
they will let the numbers do the talking:
fundamentals are strengthening, finan-
cial performance in most sectors is im-
proving and market returns are rela-
tively strong. Perhaps these factors rep-
resent the rare perfect set of circum-
stances for executive compensation, but
in reality it is a situation requiring a
delicate balance of reward, incentive,
retention, governance, market percep-
tion, investor confidence and potential
changes in the future drivers of the
business. 

As was true last year, outperformance
creates a safe harbor, avoiding much
questioning over compensation deci-
sions in an industry heavily owned in-
stitutionally, closely scrutinized and not
inclined to overstep. Boards have also
been careful to temper high market per-
formance directly with compensation,
factoring the reality of management
control versus windfall and the corre-
sponding opportunity to exercise vested
options and in some cases reload. 

Highlights of 2004:

This year's examination and analy-
sis of executive compensation in the
REIT/REOC industry, based on data
culled from relevant disclosures in
companies' most recent annual proxy
filings, reveals several important con-
clusions and directions for the
REIT/REOC industry, further devel-
oped in this review, including:

• A back-to-back sequence of very
strong market performance, as total re-
turns of 31.9% in 2004 for REITs was
nearly as strong as 2003's 37.5% total
return, and REOC sectors returned
40% to 45% again in 2004. The three-
year total return for REITs/REOCs was
approximately 65%.

• Improving real estate fundamen-
tals demonstrated in REIT/REOC fi-
nancial performance in 2004, with the
building of a powerful platform for sus-
tained investment and confidence.

• Continuing evidence of an under-
lying association between executive
compensation and REIT/REOC per-
formance, defining a powerful strategic
framework that can strengthen leading
governance, effective design and clear
disclosure. However, though this rela-
tionship overall is strong, it is not per-
fect. Almost a third of REITs/REOCs
are significantly out of alignment (over
or under) relative to compensation and
performance — some for specific strate-
gic or tactical rationale, others less so.

• Despite downward pressures,
REIT dividends — at approximately
5% annually — remain an attractive
advantage to investors, particularly
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compared to 10-year Treasury yields —
at 3.92% — and broader market com-
pany dividends averaging 1.7%.

• Pricing of REIT/REOC shares has
created the "currency" for an active
M&A environment, changing and
strengthening the industry through con-
solidation and privatization and fueling
a host of IPOs. As of 2004 — and since
2000 — the industry has experienced a
net loss of 10 companies, with 41 pub-
lic/private acquisitions and 31 IPOs.

Conclusions can vary depending on
the statistic examined, but indications
are that average compensation for the
top five executives at REITs/REOCs
increased well within the bounds of
comparison to 2003 and industry per-
formance in 2004:

• Average cash compensation rose
5.5% versus last year's growth of over
11%, but remained strong over three
years at an annual rate of 11.6%.

• Financial performance for 2004 as
measured by the average of individual
company FFO growth rates was 25.3%,
while the year-to-year growth of aver-
age FFO ($) among all companies was
only 1.8% in 2004, but 13.5% per year
over the three-year period.

• Average total compensation rose
nearly 10% in 2004 versus 6.1% in
2003, and has sustained growth of
nearly 15% per year over the past three
years.

• Average market capitalization rose
24.1% in 2004 — 17.9% per year over
three years — while average net income
growth rose 69.1% in 2004 and 24.7%
per year over three years.

In an examination of the value of
retention and performance on
REIT/REOC executive teams in the in-
dustry, research revealed that executives
who have held the same position in the
same company since 2001 received be-
tween a 3% and 14% premium in av-
erage total cash compensation increase

in 2004 and between a 5% and 10%
premium in average total compensa-
tion value, compared to similar figures
for the position overall. Other observa-
tions include:

• Use of restricted shares and per-
formance units/shares in long-term
awards continues to be favored as a per-
cent of total compensation, but aggre-
gate share award value declined by 4%
in 2004. Stock option awards contin-
ued to decline — by 27% in 2004 —
but option-award value increased by
18% in 2004 due to market pricing. 

• REIT/REOC CEO compensation
appears quite conservative compared to
statistics from CEOs outside the real
estate industry indicating average com-
pensation increases below national av-
erages in almost all categories.

• The aggregate value of the 10 high-
est REIT/REOC executives based on
total compensation in 2004 remained
unchanged from 2003.

• Rising market values offered the fi-
nancial incentive to exercise vested op-
tion again in 2004, as the top 10
REIT/REOC companies in realized
option exercise value among their top
five executives, as per the proxy review,
increased by 1.7% over the top 10 com-
panies in 2003 — seemingly a conser-
vative conversion level compared to in-
dustry performance.

• Increasing compensation levels for
the top five REIT/REOC executives as
presented in the proxy review was again
demonstrated in 2004 as more reached
the "clubs" of $1.0 million benchmark
in annual total cash compensation (up
43% in 2004), and/or the $3.0 million
mark in total compensation value (up
27%). 

Enduring market strength?

Many predicted REITs would wit-
ness the other side of an economic cycle
in 2004 by losing ground to capital

shifts to other growing industries and
fall victim to increasing interest rates.
But stronger real estate fundamentals
from economic growth have strength-
ened REIT/REOC financial perform-
ance and increases in short-term inter-
est rates have not pushed long-term
rates into a range where REIT returns
have been challenged by other invest-
ments — a situation still unclear to
many economists. Most CEOs in the
real estate industry believe rates will
have to rise by 3% or more before it will
break the momentum. Market per-
formance in price change and total re-
turn for the industry was strong nearly
across the board in 2004 (Table 1), re-
inforcing a remarkable three-year per-
formance. A tough first quarter of 2005
was followed by a rally in the second
quarter, ending the first half of 2005
again far ahead of the broader markets.

The growth of REIT/REOC market
values in 2004 reflects investor confi-
dence, opportunity for greater income
versus other vehicles, the issuance of
equity, foreign investment and the over-
all strength of the market and the in-
dustry. M&A activity is a testament to
the currency value of real estate stock
prices, economies of scale, the costs of
meeting regulation, and the abundance
of capital seeking placement in real es-
tate as an asset class. Evidence of the
power of real estate capital and pricing
can be seen in the table below, which
shows M&A and IPO activity since
2000.

In 2004, REIT equity and debt of-
ferings totaled $26 billion, with $2.7
billion in IPOs. Although still strong,
2005 to date has shown some tapering
of this pace, as debt and equity offerings
in the first half of 2005 declined to $11
billion from $15 billion in 2004.

As REIT/REOC fundamentals im-
prove, the more defensive strategies of
managing occupancy and cash for div-
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idends will give way to a period of plan-
ning and managing core business
growth, opportunities for development,
and value-added investments. With in-
creasing foreign investment in real es-
tate (including REITs/REOCs) up
12% in 2004, foreign investment by
REITs/REOCs in assets and develop-
ment (particularly in Europe) and a

baby boom generation focused on re-
tirement and income, the question re-
mains as to whether we will look back
on the last few years as a market cycle or
one where a new long-term investor fol-
lowing was built. Equally important is
whether the past few years have formed
lasting change in real estate economics
— yields and capital flow.

The big picture:
The link between compensation

and performance
For executive compensation in

2004, both the short and longer view of
increases in total cash compensation,
total compensation and restricted share
(or other) versus option awards need to
be placed in an appropriate context
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with performance. Over time, integrat-
ing the overall relationship of compen-
sation and performance will create the
essential and powerful governing
framework to allow a more systematic
rationalization for decisions, the facili-
tation of effective motivation, retention
and the development of REIT/REOC
leadership. Linking compensation to
performance through the mechanics of
incentive design is only a part of the
story; the balance is whether a real re-
lationship between the two is developed
and effectively managed over time.

With the performance track record
over the past few years, and an increas-
ingly loyal following in the market-
place, the ability for REITs/REOCs to
both stay under the larger-cap com-
pany/industry investment radar screen
and to build long-term investor com-
mitment to the sector from its diversi-
fication and income advantages may be
in conflict. This provides all the more
reason for REITs/REOCs to adopt a
more strategic approach to manage-
ment and governing practices of com-
pensation, a framework able to define a

longer-term context of absolute and rel-
ative performance and able to more
fully integrate with other corporate
business objectives and initiatives.

Table 2 and Table 3 examine key sta-
tistics related to this framework as of
2004. Table 2 demonstrates that total
cash compensation in 2004 and over
the past three years has not been out of
line with performance. Statistics can
vary — particularly examining the
change in average compensation or per-
formance compared to the average
change in individual growth rates. The

three-year look rightfully steadies the
relationship, as the alignment of per-
formance and compensation is a multi-
year governance and management
process. 

For 2004, overall increases in the
total cash compensation for the top five
executives in the REIT/REOC industry
appear to be well within the bounds of
associated financial performance. Fur-
ther, examining the relationship of fi-
nancial performance (in this case
EBITDA) and total cash compensation
reflects a strong association in both a
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short-term (2004) and long-term
(three-year) view. This is the essential
foundation for compensation policy,
plan design and decision rationale.

Table 3 demonstrates this same re-
sult and relationship relative to total
compensation and market performance
for the top five executives in the
REIT/REOC industry. Again, the re-
sults of overall statistics reflect a strong
association with performance but not
an overreach by boards or compensa-
tion committees to award market-
driven performance.

Over the last three years,
REIT/REOC total returns have been
approximately 65%, while average total
compensation has risen at a rate of
14.8% per year (or 51.3% com-
pounded). The one-year 2004 figures
are even more dramatic, with 35% in
total return and just under 10% in total
compensation. However, growth of av-
erage compensation is different than

the average of the growth rates of com-
pensation among the individual com-
panies. For total compensation over the
three-year period, the average growth
rate was 21%, and for the one-year
2004 period it was nearly 45%.

Utilizing several statistics such as
these is the best method to gain a per-
spective on actual change in both per-
formance and compensation. For ag-
gregate statistics, large and small data,
or significant positive or negative
changes can balance out to only show
only a small difference in an average
from year to year. Averaging the range
of individual company rates of change
is subject to relative variations based on
size of company or compensation and
magnitude in proportion to any refer-
ence year, such as figures demonstrating
accelerating IPO growth. However, in
either case, each result provides a
benchmark of change over a period of
measurement, an indicator and not a

definitive or uniquely conclusive an-
swer regarding trend.

What it does tell us, aided by the
hindsight of collective results derived
from all REIT/REOC proxy filings in
2005, is that industry leaders and their
boards have taken a very cautious ap-
proach to reward the outstanding per-
formance of the industry. Accounting
for both the investment popularity of
real estate, its carryover into stock pric-
ing and the hard work of acquiring, di-
vesting and operating to improve fi-
nancial performance at time of emerg-
ing economic growth, compensation
committees have mixed the long and
short view of past and prospective per-
formance, factoring in market pressures
for compensation benchmarks, reten-
tion and governing mandates to arrive
— without the benefit of aggregate
hindsight — at a strong and fair, yet
cautious, set of decisions from an over-
all perspective.
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Part 2

Compensation Trends
An overview of the compensation

and performance results for the indus-
try provides a backdrop for a closer
look at the specific aspects of executive
compensation and the correlating
growth attributes. These statistics will
provide indications of the direction and
magnitude of compensation change in
2004.

Cash and total compensation

Trends in compensation for CEOs
and the top five highest-paid executives
across all REITs and REOCs are shown

in Table 4, which examines year-to-year
change in average total cash and total
compensation between 2003 and 2004,
as well as the three-year annual growth
rate from 2001 to 2004, and the aver-
age individual company growth rates
in these same compensation compo-
nents. Growth rates are shown for all
184 companies by investment structure
— with 160 REITs and 24 REOCs —
by four market-capitalization categories
and by eight property sectors. Note that
change in both total cash and total
compensation for CEOs varies widely
between REITs and REOCs, but less so

for all top five executives, indicative of
differences in cash and long-term in-
centive policy and practice, the finan-
cial structure of the company and its
real estate risks. Variations among mar-
ket-capitalization strata are more bal-
anced, while differences among prop-
erty sectors reflect sector economic
conditions over the one- and three-year
periods. 

Key positions

Average compensation figures for
2004 are presented in Table 5 for five
key positions, along with several statis-
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tics to provide additional perspective.
For each position and compensation
component, change in average com-
pensation from 2001 to 2004 is only
one indicator of increase. The context
of interpretation is further developed
by the inclusion of the three-year com-
pound annual growth rate — which
tends to smooth year-to-year variations
and is a strong indicator of trend and an
excellent benchmark — and the average
of the individual rates of growth among
all individual companies. This figure is

generally higher than the rates of
change in averages, as the variations in
magnitude among individual compa-
nies reflect not only a wide range of
compensation practices and decisions,
but the specific circumstances of reten-
tion, recruitment of new employees, in-
ternal job changes, special circum-
stances and, in some cases, awards in-
volving multiple years of performance.

Table 4 also reflects the trends in ex-
ecutive responsibility, with CFOs and
chief general counsels (CGC) receiving

considerable additional compensation
— particularly in the long term — re-
sulting from the demands of managing
the implementation of the require-
ments of Sarbanes-Oxley and other reg-
ulations, as well as COOs who have
guided the success of extracting addi-
tional FFO growth and tenant relations
from existing portfolios.

Compensation mix

Table 6 presents the percentage mix
of REIT/REOC executive compensa-
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tion components for key positions over
the past three years. The relatively
steady proportion of total cash com-
pensation shown is created from a de-
clining share related to base salary and
an increasing share from annual bonus
and other annual cash compensation.
These figures are relative to total com-
pensation, which is in turn influenced
by the value of restricted-share awards
and the method of valuation of option
awards. Although the method of op-
tion valuation is the same for all periods
(the SNL method is 20% of grant price
estimate), the rising market value of
REIT stocks has no doubt impacted the
relative proportion of otherwise rising
cash components. Other long-term
compensation is an interesting and
changing component of compensation.
With increasing long-term vehicles in-
cluding multiple years of performance-
based triggers, this category can fluctu-
ate significantly from company to com-
pany and over the industry.

Retention: Is there a "same-store,
same-executive" advantage?

Same-store financial and operating
statistics are a common benchmark for
company performance. But what about
the analogy in compensation for
REIT/REOC executives who perform
with the same company in the same po-
sition on an executive team year after
year? Would there not be a premium for
their loyal commitment and knowledge
base of the company, its assets and op-
erations? Thus, we decided to compare
the overall trend in executive compen-
sation components where the incum-
bent executive has been in the same po-
sition since at least 2001.

Table 7 presents this analysis, which
clearly demonstrates the advantage of
longevity and performance over time.
For each of the five positions, and for
total cash and total compensation —
both in 2004 and for the compound
growth rate over the last three years —
there is a clear advantage in average
compensation as measured by the in-

crease received above the overall aver-
age. Although the direction of the result
was expected, we believe that this is the
first systematic estimate of its magni-
tude. For total cash compensation, this
advantage ranges from 3% to 14% and
from nearly 5% to nearly 10% in total
compensation. 

The same pattern emerges for the
compound growth rate over the three-
year period — except for the general
counsel position — an indication per-
haps of greater turnover, more-stable
compensation levels or the wide range
of variations in the utilization of inside
versus outside counsel.

CEOs versus broader market —
underpaid?

REIT/REOC CEO compensation
trends have been presented in prior ta-
bles, but in this section we examine the
components of CEO compensation in
the industry more closely and compare
those elements to the broader market
where many such comparative bench-
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marks are available. Table 8 presents av-
erage compensation figures for CEOs
by REIT and REOC investment struc-
tures, market capitalization and prop-
erty sector. All compensation figures are
averages and indicated rates of change
are between averages from prior peri-
ods. Several compensation components
are presented in order to demonstrate
trends in the mix of incentives.

Among the many figures and trends
within specific sectors are more general
conclusions. CEO total compensation
on average for REITs/REOCs has risen
by 42% over the past three years — a
12.5%-per-year compound annual
growth rate. For REITs alone this figure
is over 52%, while the REOC figure —
which includes 24 companies — re-
flects a decline in average compensa-
tion in 2004 due largely to significant
reductions in long-term compensation
value in five companies compared to
2003, multiple year awards and the in-
troduction of two REOC IPOs. Addi-
tionally, the size and market dominance
of REIT/REOC companies of over
$1.0 billion in market capitalization is
clear in the compensation of the CEO,
while compensation among the prop-
erty-sector CEOs on the average varies
widely in terms of growth in 2004, as
well as over the three-year period, and
is dominated by the companies in the
office and industrial sectors.

Comparison with
non-real estate trends

The comparison of REIT/REOC
CEOs with their counterparts in the
broader marketplace again demon-
strates the conservative nature of
REIT/REOC boards in governing
compensation for 2004. Table 9 pres-
ents selected statistics of average
REIT/REOC CEO compensation and
mix and compares those with statistics

from both other medium-sized U.S.
companies, as well as surveys of larger
companies and broader-based markets.
Base salary increases for medium-sized
companies (closest to REIT/REOC
size) ranged from 6% to 10% in 2004
— consistent with the real estate in-
dustry — while REIT/REOC bonuses
were generally significantly less, netting
to total cash compensation differences
below an overall national average (in-
cluding much larger companies).

Long-term and total compensation
was also below the national statistics in
two surveys. Pay mix comparisons show

REIT/REOC CEOs with a larger long-
term component percentage, a smaller
bonus portion and a dominance of re-
stricted-share use in long-term com-
pensation, versus national CEO statis-
tics. It also reveals a significant differ-
ence in the decline of REIT/REOC
usage of options, as their proportion
within the long-term compensation
category is generally the opposite of
CEOs nationally, compared to re-
stricted shares. Despite these differ-
ences, national statistics of CEO pay
mix have declined from a high level of
76% options (and a low of 12% re-
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stricted shares) in 2002. Note that such
broad market cross-industry CEO
long-term compensation statistical
comparisons are reflective of generally
higher option values than
REIT/REOC due in part to dividend
yield and volatility differences.

Underpaid CEOs and executives?
Although it appears that

REIT/REOC CEOs were paid less than
broader national surveys of CEOs,
there may be logical reasons to explain
this. REITs and REOCs are generally
smaller companies, operating with
unique financial and tax structure, in

an emerging public industry histori-
cally prone to significant cycles/risks,
and they manage a portfolio of some-
what independent assets and not the
production of a product or service.
Nonetheless, national cross-industry
statistics from creditable sources show a
dramatic difference in average com-
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pensation for CEOs, with the sum of
salary and bonus averaging $2.5 mil-
lion, versus a REIT/REOC average of
approximately $975,000 — a reflection
of company size. Cross-industry statis-
tics for CEOs showed total compensa-
tion of nearly $6.0 million in 2004 —
including proceeds form the exercise of
stock options — on significantly lower

overall market performance than REITs
/REOCs, as well as a strong showing in
financial performance, with profits up
23%. The option exercise value was up
40.9%, compared to a REIT/REOC
increase of 51.6%. 

But here is an even more startling
point of reference: hedge fund com-
pensation. The CEO of ESL Invest-

ments, a major hedge fund, hit $1.0
billion in compensation value in 2004.
Although more short-term in perspec-
tive, there may actually be some com-
parison of hedge funds to
REITs/REOCs — a leveraged portfolio
of assets with independent risk profiles
able to be managed bought and sold
somewhat independently. But the typ-
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ical hedge fund "2 and 20" compensa-
tion structure — 2% of asset value in
fees and 20% annual share of market
gains — offers a huge distinction and a
huge incentive.

So how would this formula have
worked out for REITs/REOCs? In the
case above, it was the first time an in-
dividual hedge fund CEO's share of the
20% gain reached an annual compen-
sation value of $1.0 billion. If we ap-
plied the 20% of increase in market
value as compensation for
REITs/REOCs — all executives, not
just the CEO — how many companies
would reach the $1.0 billion mark? Al-
though there was no situation clearly
over $1.0 billion for REITs/REOCs —
though a few came close — a look at
year-end 2004 market-capitalization
growth including common shares,
when only compared to year-end 2003,
found the following summary of com-
panies in several strata of the 20% por-
tion of the "compensation formula:"

In the search for methods and per-
spective on appropriate value and com-
pensation of CEOs and senior manage-
ment, another relative measure of com-
pensation is the relationship of a com-
pany's net income to aggregate total com-
pensation value for its top five executives.
Taken in rolling five-year periods, this fig-
ure has been rising for many years for a
broad range of national companies, large-
and medium-size combined. In the 1993
to 1997 period, this figure was 5.7% and
had risen to approximately 10.5% in the
2000 to 2004 period. Although there
may be technical arguments related to
comparison of the financial statements of

REITs/REOCs on this platform/meas-
urement ratio, a review of the 2000 to
2004 ratio of all REITs/REOCs shows
the net income to aggregate total com-
pensation value of the top five reported
executives at approximately 7.5%. Lag-
ging or logical, more analysis is likely
needed to validate this method of per-
spective on executive compensation.

Private versus public, industry type,
financial structure, operations, risk —
there are many ways to analyze com-
pensation, but whether REIT/REOC
CEOs are overpaid or underpaid re-
mains for interpretation by many be-
fore it can be conclusive.
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Part 3

Performance Expands
the Group of Big Winners

Again in 2004, both rising share
prices and compensation awards have
expanded the ranks of REIT/REOC
executives who received "large" com-
pensation packages compared to 2003.
Table 10 shows increasing annual
membership among the top five execu-
tives at REIT/REOCs since 2001 in
the "club" of those who receive more
than $1.0 million in annual total cash
compensation — a group that ex-
panded nearly 43% in 2004 — and/or
receive more than $3.0 million in an-
nual total compensation — a group
that increased more than 27% in 2004.
Again reflective of board caution not to
overextend in compensation awards,
the growth in the group earning more
than $3.0 million in total compensa-
tion value declined to 27% in 2004
compared to the 52% increase in 2003,
despite nearly equal annual total re-

turns and improving financial per-
formance.

The rise in REIT values has also led
to the opportunity for executives to
convert value from vested options into
cash. Table 11 shows the biggest op-
tion exercise conversions of 2004 (top
five executives by company) — a rise of
only 1.7%, despite a second year of
nearly equal total return in 2004.
These, however, are not just rewards
captured from a period of rising market
value; they also reflect the long-term
achievements of building public real es-
tate into a strong and disciplined in-
vestment sector. The hard work of
building and executing effective opera-
tional policy and procedures and the
discipline of sound asset and corporate
financial structure is a part of why in-
vestors — including those in the inter-
national community to a much greater
degree — continue to stick with REITs,
and why the sector continues to build

a reliable reputation from portfolio di-
versification and income attributes. 

REIT management/leadership has
established an investment market niche
over the past few years, in particular,
and the opportunity to reap the finan-
cial rewards from success is well de-
served. Expectedly, realizing value from
options is not the domain of the largest
REIT/REOCs or annually the most
well-paid executives. As illustrated in
Table 11, although annual and three-
year total returns for the top 10 com-
panies where the top five executives re-
alized the most in option exercise value
were generally well above the SNL
REIT Equity Index, ranking of total
compensation paid to these executives
varied far beyond top 10, to as high as
No. 64, and in 2004 included only
three of 11 companies with greater than
$8.0 billion market cap.

Increases in compensation for the
top 10 executives across all
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REIT/REOCs for 2004 — illustrated
in three categories in Table 12, versus
2003 — showed a significant 24% in-
crease in total cash compensation, a
9.0% decline in total compensation ex-
cluding option value and no change in
total compensation. These statistics
tend relate to an increase in financial
fundamentals and cash compensation,
as well as relative restraint by boards
and compensation committees in
awarding long-term compensation.

The shift to restricted shares
continues

Figures for the past two years
demonstrate the trend in increased use
of restricted-share equity awards and
variations related performance
units/shares and operating partnership
(OP) units, as well as the correspon-
ding decline in the use of stock options.
Table 13 and Table 14 show the steep
decline in the grant of stock options for
long-term compensation awards, a re-
action to the emerging regulatory re-

quirements for expensing options, gen-
eral public concern over executive stock
options and the trend in diversification
into other vehicles for long-term com-
pensation incentive to better align with
shareholders. Given the magnitude of
REIT share price increases, the decline
in number of options granted in 2004
was countered by increases in estimated
fair market value. Table 14 documents
the corresponding dramatic rise in the
award of restricted shares to REIT ex-
ecutives through 2003 and demon-
strates again the board discipline/con-
straint not to overextend compensation
awards, reflected in a small decline in
2004.

Building "pay-for-performance"
relationships

Perhaps the most discussed question
by media, management and boards in
the executive compensation "conversa-
tion" is its relationship to company per-
formance. The media often finds sev-
eral companies with highly paid execu-

tives and poor performance in a partic-
ular year, and touts them as examples of
"the problem." Perhaps making an easy
point, they do much more disservice to
all, unable to see the larger but more
complex issue. Incentive-compensation
decisions should be related to both
market and performance, but putting
performance into the right context isn't
simple. 

Even though there are benchmarks
of market competitive compensation in
any single year, and there is increasing
design of performance contingent ex-
ecutive compensation plans, the overall
alignment of performance and com-
pensation is a missing piece of most
compensation committee proxy re-
ports. Doing more in this category is
emerging as significant and essential to
the context of board of director and
compensation committee decisions,
and can only be understood from ex-
amining multiple years of evidence.
Time and the assessment of compensa-
tion and performance over time pro-
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vide this context. This has been missing
from REIT assessments of compensa-
tion, and given the discipline and dili-
gence of REIT/REOC board rationale,
offers a compelling platform to enhance
already leading governance.

So, let's take a further look at
REIT/REOC pay and performance,
and examine the underlying relation-
ship between compensation and per-
formance over the past few years. As
previously indicated, statistical similar-
ity in direction and magnitude of
change in performance and compensa-
tion (as in Table 2 and Table 3) is only
a point of departure in the often com-
plex conversation of good judgment in
executive pay. The heart of the issue
would be the establishment of clear un-
derlying relationships over time, overall
and among property types, which
would begin to build a more compre-
hensive and strategic framework for
compensation decisions by both man-
agement and board committees.

Again this year for the REIT/REOC
compensation review, we examined fi-
nancial performance indicators versus
total cash compensation and market in-
dicators compared to total compensa-
tion value over both a one-year period
(Table 15) and a three-year period
(Table 16). From 2002 to 2004, strong
and statistically significant relationships
exist between EBITDA and FFO com-
pared to total cash compensation, as
well as between market capitalization
and total compensation, as indicated
by the correlations shown. 

Many executives ask, "Okay, so why
is this so important?" It is important be-
cause these relationships are a frame-
work to define the strategic position of
company compensation levels and pro-
grams compared to its property sector
and peer group. The relationships allow
a "dynamic benchmarking" of com-

pensation that is able to directly move
with company size and anticipated
growth, allowing the option to avoid
the issues of conventional methods. Be-
cause the relationship of performance
and compensation is not linear, when
traditional benchmarking — averages
and percentiles — collapse data with-
out seeing the underlying relationship,
it penalizes high performers more than
rewarding low performers. The overall
relationships are built on macro-level
data and are the reference point for
more specific relative performance
measures (per share and compared to
peers and indexes) most often used by
companies to define performance.

Relative performance is extremely
important, but direct application of rel-
ative measures can often mask the de-
gree of difficulty to perform based on
company size or other factors; for ex-
ample, a 10% increase in FFO per share
may well be much more difficult for a
larger company than for a smaller one
even in the same peer group. By first es-

tablishing the macro relationships of
compensation and performance —
using EBITDA or market capitaliza-
tion for example — the foundation is
built for greater context and clarity in
the compensation decisions made by
management and board committees.

Time is the most important element
in the establishment of compensa-
tion/performance relationships, allow-
ing the many annual market, company
and individual factors in compensation
decisions to settle. Note that the single-
year relationships (Table 15, for 2004)
are often weaker than the three-year
(Table 16), also reflecting the longer-
term nature of compensation issues and
decisions relative to performance. In
the last two years, the attention and
capital flow into REITs/REOCs has
generated nearly as strong a one-year
relationship between compensation
and performance as a three-year rela-
tionship, compared to those found in
similar analysis in the late 1990s
through 2002.
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Future compensation trends —
a new era?

Many industry forecasters have in-
dicated that we are about to experience
a shift in the market and a new era for
REIT/REOC investment. Short-term
interest rates are rising, but long-term
rates have yet to follow. The economy
has created jobs and is on a growing
trend. Real estate fundamentals are bet-
ter. But will investors continue to focus
on yield? As the industry matures, so
does its compensation practices. Pre-
diction is one thing; preparation is an-
other. Many trends and changes in
compensation are occurring and should
be included in the thinking and plan-
ning of executives and boards over the
next year or more. A few of the many
important trends and changes include:

• REITs/REOCs are ahead of the
curve in structuring performance-based
incentives, particularly long-term vehi-
cles. However, larger companies in the
broader market and other industries are
catching up fast and will be setting
many precedents and trends. Though
performance contingent long-term eq-
uity awards are indeed the trend, REITs
and REOCs cannot rest on past repu-
tation or rely on current structures;
they must continue to examine per-
formance compensation structures and
adapt to a changing world.

• Boards and compensation com-
mittees will be adding more and
tougher performance measures linked
to incentive compensation and award
criteria.

• CEO and senior executive-level
base salary adjustment is moving away
from serial annual market adjustment
to multi-year structures, shifting com-
pensation emphasis even more toward
performance and risk-based compo-
nents.

• Less emphasis on strictly annual
bonus structures allow for multiyear
performance criteria and using rollover,
deferral and multiple payout opportu-
nities designed for a better alignment
with the range of time frames and risks
in real estate development, investment,
financial and operating activities.

• Payout of a portion of cash incen-
tive in shares and the use of deferred-
compensation programs.

• With the pool of real estate execu-
tive talent declining, pressure continues
for increased "market" compensation;
with strong market performance comes
pressure to recognize and gain the com-
mitment of key management with
more long-term compensation.

• Although delayed, FASB 123(R)
policy regarding share-based payments
is now transitioning into practice for
the full year 2006, changing the ac-
counting treatment of long-term com-
pensation awards and option-pricing
methods, creating greater parity among
vehicles, opportunities for creative
structuring and unique consideration
for methods beyond time vesting. Most
firms will make revisions to incentive
compensation plans in light of these
new policies.

• Although much is underway in
many firms, the new FASB regulations
will require greater analytical resources
for modeling equity values, tracking ex-
ecutive exercise behavior, testing the fi-
nancial impact of incentive vehicles and
incorporating equity plan status into
quarterly/annual financial guidance.

• Also a result of the new FASB reg-
ulations, companies are examining and
changing the eligibility criteria, design
parameters and size of long-term
awards to better align with perform-
ance and to narrow the participation
in long-term award incentives to key

executives. Thirty-five percent of com-
panies are putting more limits on the
number of employees in long-term
plans. For real estate, this comes pre-
cisely at a time when market perform-
ance is encouraging more desire for
long-term equity based compensation
at more management levels.

• The rate of shift from options to
restricted shares — including perform-
ance units/shares — will slow and a bal-
ance in the type and structure of long-
term vehicles will be the cause of a
wider range of incentive offerings.

• Executive ownership
guidelines/criteria for company execu-
tives will be increasingly adopted to
better align with shareholders. These
programs will also influence the struc-
ture of long-term plans as timing, vest-
ing and reporting issues will affect con-
version and proceeds.

• REIT/REOC compensation re-
view and decisions by boards and com-
pensation committees will reduce the
extent of reliance on peer and market-
mirrored "bottom-up" assessment of
individual compensation components
and will also develop and utilize an as-
sessment strategy from the "top down,"
emphasizing total compensation com-
parisons/targets. 

• Executive retirement accounts are
the next topic for media discussion of
the problems of excess executive com-
pensation. Retirement programs were
intended to replace income, not build
wealth, and some abuse of this objec-
tive is apparent. This area of compen-
sation has limited disclosure and is ripe
for regulatory change.

• Pressure for greater disclosure and
greater clarity in disclosure as part of
the response to public company issues
of executive compensation. Companies
and boards will discover that disclosure
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is much more than just presenting facts
and its lasting value is one of commu-
nication — the company's message
should dominate over the mandatory
presentation, emphasizing not just
compensation value but, more so, the
value of compensation.

Sarbanes-Oxley and
compensation

The impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley
legislation has rippled through Ameri-
can business for more than two years.
Understanding the regulations, inter-
preting the requirements, implement-
ing the necessary changes and keeping
up with emerging opinion on the
breadth of the implications of the law
have become another full-time job for
public companies. 

The cost has been particularly heavy
for small and medium-sized companies
like REITs/REOCs. A recent study of
the cost of Sarbanes-Oxley found that
for companies with under $1.0 billion
in revenue, which includes most
REITS/REOCs, as only 16 companies
— 8.7% — had revenue greater than
$1.0 billion in 2004, the overall cost of
being a public company increased 33%
in 2004 — an average of $850,000 —
and from the Sarbanes-Oxley Act alone
increased 223% since 2003. For com-
panies with more than $1.0 billion in
revenue, the costs of being a public
company increased by 45% in 2004.

These figures are important to
REIT/REOC compensation of both
management and directors. Despite the
call for change, the Sarbanes-Oxley law
is likely here to stay, regardless of its
flaws. For CEOs and directors, the im-
plications are significant relative to fi-
nancial reporting and control. For
COOs, CFOs and CGCs who are the
most responsible for the implementa-
tion and management of it require-
ments, there has been considerable ad-

ditional burden placed on their jobs.
The review of compensation for 2004
reflects this change, the successful com-
pletion of much of the transition and
the rewards in recognition of the effort.

Director-compensation trends

Executive-compensation decisions
and trends relate directly to compensa-
tion committees and boards of direc-
tors, and although the usual focus is on
the pay awarded to management, an
important aspect of the broad subject of
"executive compensation" includes the
compensation of outside directors. Di-
rector compensation has been rising
over the past few years in line with the
dramatic increase in time requirements,
responsibility and liability. In 2004, di-
rector compensation rose 4.5% in the
manufacturing sector, 21.8% in the fi-
nancial sector and 16.7% in the service
sector. REIT/REOC director pay has
also been rising, but on average not at
the high end of these annual average
figures. 

Director compensation at larger
REITs/REOCs has risen substantially,
but the number of smaller
REITs/REOCs (comprising over 54%
of the industry, as approximately 100
are under $500 million in market cap-
italization) dilute the average figures.
There is continuing regulatory pressure
for director independence, and a NYSE
review of 2005 proxy filings has opened
the possibility of further modification
and clarification to the determination
"tests" of independence and the full dis-
closure of information relating to di-
rector independence. Guidance and
regulation related to director status and
compensation governance, among
many categories, is unlikely to subside
soon.

REITs/REOCs boards continue to
be challenged in establishing appropri-
ate outside director compensation plans

which are competitive, have the appro-
priate balance of cash, equity and ben-
efits, are oriented to the overall role and
responsibility of a director — rather a
menu of activities and fees — recog-
nize the additional contributions of
leadership of committee chairs and ex-
ecutive director positions and, most im-
portantly, align directors with share-
holders.

Vision and leadership —
stepping into the

conversation of competitiveness
With five-and-a-half years of leading

market performance, there have been
considerable rewards to REIT/REOC
CEOs and management for building a
long-term public market platform for
commercial real estate. A part of the
success and recognition of this industry
as a mainstream investment vehicle and
a recognized component of a balanced
portfolio is the opportunity to assume
business leadership at a higher level.
Sustaining and improving American
competitiveness is one of the most im-
portant topics relative to the future of
our economy and the lifeblood of our
business and personal lives. Acting to
improve the United States' competitive
position in the world economy is
needed in the changing era of global
economic leadership, where our histor-
ical position is potentially being threat-
ened or diluted every day.
REITs/REOCs have been recognized
(e.g., ISS Governance Index) as one of
the outstanding industries relative to
governance. This is recognition of lead-
ership and perhaps now is the time to
step up to an even more important plat-
form — transitioning from industry
leadership to industry statesmanship.

The real estate industry is at the
heart of the American economy, more
so than many. Every business that uti-
lizes space, every consumer who eats
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and shops, every employee and family
who rent or own a home, every house-
hold that requires medical services or
extra space and every business and per-
sonal trip for work or pleasure — all are
partially driven by real estate. Long in
the tendency to be closed and self-pro-
tected, the real estate industry now
must transform to sustain its position
in the market, and build a legacy of
contribution to the fulfillment of the
American economy. Leaving public
policy just to politicians is too risky.
We certainly have the talent in our lead-
ers, its CEOs are some of the most ca-
pable financial and value-creation-ori-
ented executives in the world and have
proven their capacity for building a sta-
ble public industry, and now must be
willing to take the next step in leader-
ship.

The cautious and conservative deci-
sions by compensation committees and
boards of directors regarding
REIT/REOC compensation in 2004
will prove to be sound judgment.
Winds of change are still in the back-
ground and the REIT/REOC years of
strong outperformance may subside,
giving way to more broadly balanced

investment market returns. Much
abounds that is able to change the in-
dustry or break the investment mo-
mentum quickly — interest rates may
continue to rise and long-term rates will
eventually follow (good or bad for real
estate), a burst in the housing bubble
could create a substantial "negative
wealth" effect impacting consumer
spending, the whispers of major tax re-
form (national sales, value-added
and/or consumed income) — all have
substantial potential impact on
REIT/REOC economics overall as well
as in certain property sectors, not to
mention an SEC change in the defini-
tion of FFO or other new regulatory re-
quirements and the ability of the U.S.
economy to grow and remain compet-
itive. 

As in 2003, the year 2004 was good
for REITs and REOCs and their exec-
utives. The market performance record
is remarkable, now backed up with
stronger financial results. REIT/REOC
board caution not to create an issue re-
lated to compensation is wise — a care-
ful and complex balancing act. Retain-
ing and motivating REIT/REOC lead-
ership is a result of sound compensation

policy and strategy and is why effective
assessment methods are critical to both
management and boards. Change in
the economic conditions for
REITs/REOCs is inevitable, as is the
preparation for change. The doctrine is
one of a clearer linkage between com-
pensation and performance, not just in
design mechanisms, but in its ability to
form a strategic foundation for com-
pensation governance. For executive
compensation, both the art and the sci-
ence of decisions and governance will
continue to evolve, and effective and
defensible methods to demonstrate pay
and performance relationships over
time will remain a near-term strategic
challenge.

Contact guest author James Wright at
The Bradford Group: (310) 575-0250
or http://www.bradfordgroup1.com.

Data used in this article was compiled
by SNL Financial and is available in the
2005 SNL Real Estate Executive Com-
pensation Review. For more information,
please call (434) 977-1600 and ask for
the Sales Department, or visit
http://www.snl.com.
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